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By Susan Barnes

one of the most fruitful regions worldwide is
Bordeaux in southwest France. With vineyards
covering 120,000 hectares, wine has been made
here for nearly 2,000 years, making quite a
name for itself throughout the world. In fact,
upwards of 10,000 wine producers can be
found in the Bordeaux region alone, producing
approximately 700 million bottles of wine
annually. Now that is something to Cheers to!
During a wine lecture, which, of course,
included a tasting, our sommelier explained
that in Bordeaux, vintners live by the rule of
three: three rivers, three soil types and three
varietals of grapes. All of these combine to
deliver delicious reds and whites with reds being
more prominent. Seventy-five percent of all
wines created in Bordeaux are deep in color.
Not only that, but wines produced by châteaus
must use only the grapes grown by each
individual château; grapes from other vineyards
are prohibited in their production. Also of
note, whichever winery you visit in Bordeaux,
know that by rule, all wines produced in the
region – whether red or white – are a blend of
grapes, never using just one type. If you’re a fan
of rosé, fear not – it is produced here too, and
is especially enjoyed by the locals during the
summer months.
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A key element in Bordeaux’s rise to the top of
the wine world is its terroir, or combination of
climate, altitude and soil. Those aforementioned
rivers play a key role in the region’s vineyard
production, as does the soil in which the
vines are planted, ranging from rocky to arid.
Interestingly, one prominent vintner noted that
watering vines in France is strictly forbidden;
any watering must occur naturally. Not only
is the terroir vital to vine growth, but it is
stunning to look at!
In addition to its magnificent wines, Bordeaux
boasts two UNESCO world Heritage Sites. The
city center of Bordeaux itself is the fifth largest
city in France. Nearly 30 miles down the road,
Saint-Emilion was recognized as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site in 1999 for its landscape
and cultural significance. The real jewel of SaintEmilion however, may be its monolithic church,
the largest in all of Europe carved from a hillside
in the early 12th century. Though one million
visitors find their way to Saint-Emilion annually,
it’s estimated that only 10 per cent visit the
church – don’t miss out on a guided tour (the
only way to enter) when you visit! For a sweet
bite with your wine, note that it’s here, that
macarons (macaroons) were created by Ursuline
nuns in 1620.
A terrific way to see all the Bordeaux region
has to offer in a relaxing way is via river cruise,
such as those offered by CroisiEurope. The
European river cruise company offers a fantastic
immersion into the French culture, ranging
from five to eight days with fellow multi-cultural
passengers. The crew is incredibly friendly and
helpful, and goes above and beyond to ensure
your cruise is just what you would expect.
Days cruising in Bordeaux are spent exploring
local towns and vineyards, and occasionally
simply gliding down the rivers – the perfect
opportunity to lounge on deck and watch the
world go by, wine glass in hand.
However you travel through Bordeaux, whether
by river boat or by car, take the time to gaze at
the gorgeous scenery, taste in the delicious food
and of course, sip the bountiful wine. ■
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